40 Background: Umbilical cord blood (UCB) is commonly used in epigenome-wide association 41 studies of prenatal exposures. Accounting for cell type composition is critical in such studies as it 42 reduces confounding due to the cell specificity of DNA methylation (DNAm). In the absence of cell 43 sorting information, statistical methods can be applied to deconvolve heterogeneous cell mixtures. 44 Among these methods, reference-based approaches leverage age appropriate cell-specific DNA-45 methylation profiles to estimate cellular composition. In UCB, four reference datasets comprising 46 DNAm signatures profiled in purified cell populations have been published using the Illumina 450K 47 and 850K EPIC arrays. These datasets are biologically and technically different, and currently there 48
cell cross-contamination. We filtered samples and combined datasets to obtain a joint UCB 52 reference. We selected deconvolution libraries using two different approaches: automatic selection 53 using the top differentially methylated probes from the function pickCompProbes in minfi and a 54 standardized library selected using the IDOL (Identifying Optimal Libraries) iterative algorithm. 55 We compared the performance of each reference separately and in combination, using the two 56 approaches for reference library selection, and validated the results in an independent cohort 57 (Generation R Study, n=191) with matched FACS measured cell counts. Strict filtering and 58 combination of the references significantly improved the accuracy and efficiency of cell type 59 estimates. Ultimately, the IDOL library outperformed the library from the automatic selection 60 method implemented in pickCompProbes. Conclusion: These results have important implications 61
for epigenetic studies in UCB as implementing this method will optimally reduce confounding due 62
to cellular heterogeneity. This work provides guidelines for future reference-based UCB 63 deconvolution and establishes a framework for combining reference datasets in other tissues. 64 65
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Background 70
DNA methylation (DNAm) is involved in the regulation of genes and is essential for normal 71 development. Human epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) are widely used to investigate 72 the association between DNAm variation and prenatal environmental factors, and understanding the 73 developmental origin of phenotypes and diseases [1] [2] [3] . These studies are often performed in 74 umbilical cord blood (UCB), which is collected from the umbilical cord after birth. UCB is easily 75 accessible and an ideal time point for capturing and studying the influence of fetal environmental 76 exposures on DNAm. In addition, DNAm differences in UCB can reflect systemic exposures and, 77 in some instances, potentially serve as surrogate and proxy for tissues that cannot be easily assessed 78 (e.g. brain tissue) [4] . 79 80
Cell types present in UCB reflect those in the peripheral whole blood at birth, including 81 hematopoietic stem cells and nucleated red blood cells (nRBCs), which rapidly decline in the 82 newborn after birth. The median proportion of nRBCs present at birth usually ranges from 4 to 9% 83
and rarely exceeds 22% [5] . Leukocytes in the newborn are immunologically immature, consistent 84 with the need for these cells to develop both the appropriate response to pathogens as well as 85 immunological memory. This is a hallmark of the adaptive immune system and is under epigenetic 86 control [6, 7] . The major leukocyte subsets in UCB are granulocytes, monocytes, and lymphocytes, 87
with the latter containing T cells, B cells and NK cells [8] . The different leukocytes in UCB are 88 functionally and developmentally distinct and display cell type specific DNAm patterns [9] . In 89 addition, different chronic and acute stressors can alter the composition of cell types in UCB 90 between individuals. As a consequence, it is important to pay particular attention to this 91 confounding source of variability when conducting an EWAS using heterogeneous cell mixtures 92 such as UCB. In addition, cell type proportions can be a mediator between exposure and disease. 93 Many EWAS have demonstrated the importance of adjusting for cell type heterogeneity [10, 11] . 94 95
There are reference-free and reference-based strategies to address the problem of cell type 96 heterogeneity in blood samples, which have been discussed and reviewed elsewhere [12] [13] [14] . A 97 widely used deconvolution method is the reference-based using constrained projection/quadratic 98 programming (CP/QP) proposed by Houseman et al [15] . Briefly, the CP/QP method uses a 99 reference dataset consisting of cell type specific DNAm signatures as the basis for inferring cell 100
proportions in samples comprised of heterogeneous mixtures of those cell types. These 101 deconvolution estimates can then be included as covariates in the downstream statistical models to 102 adjust for the potential confounding effects of cell type differences between samples. The CP/QP 103 method depends entirely on a reference library consisting of cell type specific DNAm markers. 104 Hence, a critical first step involves selection and assembly of a library that reflects a DNAm 105 fingerprint of the cell types using a reference dataset. This is commonly performed using one of two The technical and biological differences associated with each reference dataset, including purity and 150 phenotyping (i.e. antibodies used for Magnetic-Activated Cell Sorting (MACS) and Fluorescence-151
Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) isolation) likely influence the deconvolution process using datasets 152 individually, and especially in combination. To test this, we reasoned that a strict cleaning of the 153 datasets prior to deconvolution could improve the accuracy and precision of the deconvolution 154 estimates. 155 156 157 158 removed from the reference and samples with >70% of a different cell type were reclassified to the 166 "correct" cell type. The results from this cleaning process are shown in Figure 2 and Supplemental  167  Table S1 . Using a 70% cut off resulted in removal of 24 of 89 samples (26.9%) (n=4 Bcell, n=6 168
CD4T, n=12 CD8T, n=1 Gran, n=1 Mono) and reclassification of 1 sample (CD8T to NK) in the 169
Bakulski reference. Of note, almost all CD8T fractions in this reference showed a large proportion 170 of NK cells (Figure 2) Mono_Bakulski_101
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Cell projection IDOL Gran 0 25 50 75 Cell projection IDOL Bcell * *** *********** * * * **** * * * * * deconvolution estimates, we used two different methods to select L-DMR libraries. Table S12 ). the two tested methods. Importantly, we obtained consistently more accurate estimates across all 222 cell types when using the optimized IDOL L-DMR library compared to pickCompProbes (higher R 2  223 and lower RMSE, Figure 3 ). This was observed across all individual reference datasets and in 224 combinations. In fact, the R 2 more than doubled for several cell types, particularly the estimated 225
Bcell, Mono and Gran cell populations. Since the aggregated proportions of these cell types 226 comprise approximately 70% of the leukocytes in cord blood, this is likely to have a substantial 227 impact on the ability of the model to predict the "true" relative leukocyte composition. Similarly, 228
the increased precision of the IDOL L-DMR to predict smaller proportions can reduce the 229 confounding source of variability where subtle differences in cell types impact on the associations 230 identified in EWASs. Combining all four references resulted in slightly and more consistently 231 increased accuracy of the predictions across most of the cell types. Leaving out references one by 232 one did not change the overall accuracy, although some cell type estimates were marginally 233 improved. However, this was not consistent or attributable to one single reference dataset alone 234
( Supplemental Table S17 ). In conclusion, these results clearly demonstrate the importance of 235 using a clean combined reference and that the IDOL algorithm outperformed the pickCompProbes 236 automatic selection of L-DMRs used for UCB deconvolution. We also investigated whether stricter 237 cleaning (i.e. removal of samples instead of reclassifying to "correct" cell type) would impact our 238
results, but found that this did not improve the accuracy of cell estimates (data not shown). 239
Therefore, we based the downstream analyses upon the combined, cleaned UCB reference. 240 241
Genomic location of the selected pickCompProbes and IDOL reference libraries 242
The probes selected by the two methods using combined, cleaned references are shown as heatmaps 243
in Figure 4A and compared in Figure 4B . pickCompProbes did not discriminate as well as IDOL 244
between hyper and hypomethylated probes in UCB (Figure 4A) . Whereas the minfi L-DMR probes 245
were biased towards hypermethylated, the IDOL L-DMR library consist of probes evenly 246 distributed between hyper and hypomethylated. In addition, IDOL selected probes displaying 247
intermediate DNAm, particularly for nRBCs. Only a small number of probes overlapped between 248 the selections arising from applying pickCompProbes (to the raw and filtered references) and IDOL 249 (n=45 and n=43, respectively). A comparison of the probes selected by the two methods with the 250 genomic and functional context of the probes is provided in 262
Validation of deconvolution estimates in an independent birth cohort 263
Once we determined the L-DMR libraries for cell type estimation, we set out to estimate the 264 accuracy of the deconvolution estimates in an independent cohort to assess the reproducibility of 265 the reference datasets and selected libraries. To test this, we applied the CP/QP model using the 266 Unfortunately, nRBC FACS cell counts were not available from the validation cohort, but 269 approximately 90% of the total white blood cells were covered by the remaining 6 cell types in the 270 references. Of note, the nRBC estimates were excluded from the predictions and the sum of the 271 remaining six cell type estimates were rescaled to one so that the estimate proportions would be 272 more similar to the FACS cell frequency data. Comparison of estimated cell type proportions with 273 matched FACS counts revealed moderate R 2 (coefficient of determination) values ranging from 274
15.19 to 78.86 % across cell type and method (Figure 5) . Surprisingly, we obtained higher R 2 for 275 all cell types, except CD4T when using the L-DMR library generated with pickCompProbes 276 compared to IDOL. However, the RMSE (root mean square error) was higher for the same cell 
289
The higher R 2 using pickCompProbes L-DMR showed how well the results adjusted to the line even 290
if the line was shifted (higher correlation, but further away from the FACS counts). This was 291 evident in the box plots of FACS cell counts and deconvolution estimates from the six cell types 292
using the four methods (IDOL clean, IDOL clean strict, pickCompProbes using the filtered 293 references and pickCompProbes using the raw references), which revealed a dramatic shift in the 294 estimates using the pickCompProbes selection (Figure 6A and Supplemental Figure S1 ) 295 compared to IDOL. 296 granulocytes. Further, subtracting the FACS cell counts from the deconvolution estimates (absolute 308 errors) also shows that IDOL is more precise compared to pickCompProbes, which either over or 309
underestimates the actual proportions (Figure 6B and Supplemental Figure S2 ). Finally, Bland-310
Altman plots (Figure 6C ) comparing IDOL to pickCompProbes also show that IDOL results in 311 more accurate UCB cell type predictions. 312 313
Discussion 314
We conducted a systematic comparison and evaluation of four publicly available UCB reference 315 datasets[17,21,22,25] and provide recommendations for reference-based UCB deconvolution. We 316 performed a descriptive characterization of the four datasets and determined the purity of the 317 isolated cell fractions to generate clean references. To test the performance of raw and filtered 318 references, both separately and in combinations, we applied two methods for selection of 319 deconvolution libraries (i.e. automatic selection implemented in pickCompProbes and IDOL) and 320 validated the deconvolution estimates in an independent cohort containing detailed, matched cell 321 count information. 322
The UCB references were generated by four different laboratories and exhibit numerous technical 323 and biological differences, which potentially impacts the downstream application of the data. Of 324 these, purity and phenotyping of cells were assumed to have the largest impact on the resulting 325 probes implemented in pickCompProbes performs differently for UCB (selecting sites agnostic of 367 direction of methylation) and adult blood (selecting an even number of hyper and hypomethylated 368 probes). Currently, this is the most frequently used method. In contrast, IDOL, which is an iterative 369 algorithm, performs a dynamic scan and optimization of reference probes to accurately estimate cell 370 types in a test sample set with known cell mixture values [18, 19] . It's notable that the 371 pickCompProbes and IDOL processes selected cell type distinguishing probe sets that were largely 372 non-overlapping, underscoring the widespread genomic extent to which cell type specific DNAm 373 patterns influence whole UBC measures. Following library selection via pickCompProbes or IDOL, 374 the same CP/QP deconvolution methods for cell type estimation were performed. 375
We validated the combined references and library selection methods in an independent cohort (the 376 Generation R Study), from which both matched, leukocyte-only FACS cell counts and UCB 450K 377 data were available. Once we rescaled the CP/QP estimates to match the leukocyte proportions 378 derived from the FACS cell counts, we observed results closer to the identity line using IDOL 379
(lower RMSE and absolute errors). These analyses revealed that although we observed a better 380 goodness of fit for pickCompProbes (higher R 2 compared to IDOL), pickCompProbes estimates 381
were biased with higher residual differences (and hence almost double RMSE compared to IDOL). 382
This example shows the variance-bias trade-off between our IDOL L-DMR library compared to 383 pickCompProbes [29] . pickCompProbes probe selection produces cell estimates with the lowest 384 variance but shows higher bias. For investigators that seek relative cell proportion estimates within 385 their population, these results suggest that pickCompProbes with the higher R 2 is a preferred 386 approach. In contrast, IDOL selects a L-DMR with the lowest bias, but as a trade-off increases the 387 model variance (decreases the R 2 ). For those investigators interested in predicting absolute cell 388
proportions from DNA methylation data, as RMSE measures how accurately the model predicts the 389 response, for this specific scenario with few outliers and a sample size >100, RMSE is the most 390
important criterion for fit [30] and IDOL is the preferred estimation method. 391 392
Although we obtained good estimations using the individual cleaned references (Supplemental 393 Figures S1 and S2) , unaccounted technical and genetic variability could increase residual noise 394 during the estimations of specific cell subtypes. The use of average DNAm values across the four 395 references within each cell type would reduce (though it will not eliminate) these sources of 396 variability. Any difference in maternal age, gestational age, ethnicity, genetic polymorphisms and 397 technical issues (e.g. during DNAm array processing) between the reference and validation cohorts 398 may reduce the accuracy of the estimates. In addition, any difference in the fluorescent labeling of 399 cells and performance of the conjugated antibodies between the two cell separation platforms 400 (FACS and MACS) could contribute to the observed performance differences between individual 401 references after cleaning. Specifically, in some references, the NK cells are not depleted for CD3, 402
and thus might include a fraction of CD3+CD56+ T cells (also known as NKT cells) that could 403 have affected the DNAm profile. Further, the NK cells in the validation cohort were depleted for 404 CD3, but defined as being CD16 and/or CD56. Most of the CD16 cells are also CD56, but some are 405 not, and could introduce more variation in the DNAm profile. As previously noted, it is not possible 406 to unravel the impact these differences solely on the results presented here. However, as these 407
subpopulations are very scarce, they will likely be absorbed within the next most similar cell 408 population [19] . 409 410
An additional limitation of the presented work is that only cell types in the reference datasets were 411 estimated and validated. It is expected that cell types lacking reference DNAm signatures will be 412 accounted for by the next most similar cell type represented in the reference dataset. In addition, 413 different cell states and cell-cell interactions, which involves rapid epigenetic coordination, would 414 not be picked up by a statistical model [7, 31] . Unmeasured cells are a potential weakness of any 415 reference-based deconvolution method. Importantly, nRBC FACS counts were not available from 416 this validation cohort. Approximately 90% of the total white blood cells however, were captured by 417 the remaining six cell types in the references and validation datasets. nRBCs are a particular cell 418 type of interest in the UBC community, given that their hypomethylation can be detected at half of 419 the probes on the 450k array. A previous study tested one reference dataset (Bakulski) HumanMethylationEPIC array. For our analyses, we used the legacy IDOL library optimized for 519
Illumina HumanMethylation450k using artificial mixtures as described in the original paper [19] . 520 521
Data processing and filtering 522
Data processing 523
All analyses were carried out using the R programming language (http://www.r-project.org/). 524
DNAm data from all datasets were preprocessed in minfi[16] using preprocessNoob for background 525 and dye-bias normalization. We performed a general quality control to ascertain that none of the 526 samples showed signs of bisulfite conversion problems or hybridization technical defects. None of 527 the samples showed more than 5% detection p values over the background >10E-07. We did not 528 have access to the number of beads information for most of these samples, thus no additional 529 filtering using that criterion was performed. Although we examined strict filtering excluding X and 530 Y-chromosomes and potential cross-reactive probes, we decided to use the complete information 531 from the raw datasets without any filtering. Given potential technical batch issues when combining 532 the two different array platforms (450K and EPIC with different intensity ranges), we first used the 533 combined 450K datasets for IDOL optimization. This resulted in a dataset consisting of 207 534 samples for the Bakulski, de Goede and Gervin references (see Table 1 ). After data cleaning and 535 IDOL optimization we included the Lin dataset (n= 83). We observed 452 567 overlapping probes 536 shared across all four reference datasets and array technology platforms. 537 538
Reference data sample filtering 539
Each reference dataset possesses technical and biological differences, each with potential strengths 540 and weaknesses. Differences in purity estimates and phenotyping of cell types will likely influence 541 the deconvolution estimates from the datasets individually, and particularly in combination. To test 542 this, we reasoned that a strict cleaning of the datasets prior to deconvolution could improve the 543 accuracy and precision of the deconvolution estimates. Specifically, we projected adult cell types 544 (from the FlowSorted.Blood.EPIC R package[19]) onto the sorted UCB reference samples. We 545
visualized the relative proportions of each adult cell type that were predicted in the cord sample 546 using stacked bar charts. We compared the observed adult cell type estimates the expected cord cell 547 type identity with an arbitrary inclusion cut-off of 70% of the expected purified cell type. 548
Consequently, any sample with <70% of the equivalent adult cell type was considered a cell 549 mixture and removed from the reference. Samples with >70% of a different cell type were 550 reclassified to the "correct" cell type. This quality control step was applied to UCB cell types with 551 parallel adult cell types available (Gran, Mono, Bcell, CD8T, CD4T and NK). Due to adult and 552 infant physiologic differences, this step was not performed for nRBCs. 553 554
Descriptive comparison of reference datasets 555
To compare the UCB references, we used multidimensional reduction and unsupervised 556 hierarchical clustering. For dimensionality reduction, we performed PCA using the prcomp function 557 in stats R package. In each reference dataset, we computed the variance explained by the principal 558 components. We plotted principal components one and two, colored by cell type label, and visually 559
inspected for overlap of cell types. 560 561
Selection of reference libraries and deconvolution 562
We used two approaches for selection of reference libraries prior to applying the Houseman CP/QP 563 method implemented in minfi for deconvoluting Gran, Mono, Bcell, CD4, CD8, NK and nRBCs. 564 565
Automatic probe selection (pickCompProbes) 566
We used the estimateCellCounts2 function in the FlowSorted.Blood.EPIC R package[19] to 567 automatically select library probes from each reference data separately and in combinations, by 568 specifying the default cord blood options. The estimateCellCounts2 function is a modification of 569 the commonly used estimateCellCounts function in minfi [16] . Notably, estimateCellCounts2 570 provides a flexible input of any RGChannelSet or raw MethylSet and selection of a customized set 571 of probes obtained from IDOL optimization in addition to the pickCompProbes included in the 572 original function. According to previous literature, we used the automatic selection (option "any"), 573
choosing the top 100 most differentially methylated probes per cell type based on F-test statistics. 574
Depending on the library, the number of probes could be 700, or fewer if some of the selected 575 probes overlapped. 576 577 IDOL algorithm 578
A complete explanation of the IDOL algorithm is described elsewhere, please refer to Koestler et 579 al [18] and Salas et al [19] . In brief, the IDOL algorithm performs a dynamic search in a candidate 580 set of cell type specific DNAm markers for a library that is optimized to accurately estimate cell 581 types. In the IDOL algorithm, a series of two-sample t-tests are first fit to the matrix of CpGs and 582 used to compare the mean methylation beta-values between each of the K cell types against the 583 mean DNAm beta-values computed across the remaining K -1 cell types. Putative L-DMRs are 584 identified by first rank ordering CpGs by their t-statistics, then taking the top M (150 CpGs in our 585 process) L-DMRs with the smallest and largest t-statistics for each of the K comparisons. Using this 586 list, IDOL performs an iterative process trying to find the optimal probes (highest R 2 and lowest 587 RMSE) for a defined size of candidates. The procedure collects the optimal candidates for several 588 predefined L-DMR library sizes. To define optimal library the algorithm compares the cell 589 estimates obtained using CP/QP in each iteration versus the true estimates in the mixture (e.g. the 590 cell proportions derived from the FACS cell counts).
591
IDOL optimization was performed using the Jones dataset (n=22). The Jones dataset consists of 592 UBC samples in which the "true values" for the seven cell subtypes interrogated in the reference 593
libraries is known (FACS information). The samples in this dataset were divided half into training 594 (n=11) and half into testing (n=11) groups for the IDOL L-DMR libraries. Specifically, to calibrate 595 the selection of optimal L-DMR libraries, we applied IDOL to the training set to identify several 596 sets of optimized reference libraries for UCB deconvolution. Libraries ranging from 300 to 600 597 JC, et al. 
